no-slip Shoe Covers

Beginner-friendly fabric shoe covers!

Disclaimer: These are not medical-grade shoe covers.
SHOE COVER PATTERN
CUT 2 (1 per shoe) • (2 of 4)

For full size template, cut out all pieces
Align arrow ends and tape template together
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SHOE COVER PATTERN
CUT 2 (1 per shoe) • (3 of 4)

ADD PUFF FABRIC PAINT INSIDE THIS LINE TO PREVENT SLIPPING.
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For full size template, cut out all pieces
Align arrow ends and tape template together

For full size template, cut out all pieces
Align arrow ends and tape template together
SHOE COVER PATTERN
CUT 2 (1 per shoe) • (4 of 4)

For full size template, cut out all pieces
Align arrow ends and tape template together
DIY a pair of fabric shoe covers.

Protective gear is for more than just faces and hands, so here is a simple DIY shoe cover to help keep you protected from head to toe. These even have a no-slip bottom thanks to dimensional fabric paint!

**Note:** We used elastic, but you could adjust the project to use ribbon, shoelaces, paracord and more.

**SUPPLIES:**
- Fabric – ½ yd.
- Elastic
- Dimensional fabric paint

**STEPS:**
1. Place template on folded fabric, cut out, and transfer marks to fabric.
2. Apply lines of fabric paint inside dotted line.
3. Sew straight edges, turn piece right side out, and press.
4. Fold edge in ½", then fold in ½" again to create casing for elastic.
5. Insert 15” length of elastic and stitch casing closed.

**Alterations:**
*Smaller size:* Fold template at center line, then fold over to one side to reach desired size. Crease fold to new size.

*Larger size:* Fold template at center and cut. Place pieces on fabric (with space in between) to reach desired size. Trace around template.